With the transition to digital television now underway the primary focus by many has been on the variety of video formats and the transmission of DTV signals.
Audio Today
It is estimated that approximately 60 to 70% of all broadcaster in the United states currently transmit 2 channels of analog audio on their NTSC allotment. Plant distribution for audio has traditionally been facilitated through the use of standard three wire cabling. Many facilities still incorporate a stereo only signal distribution which mixes down to mono at various points. The vast majority of audio acquisition, storage and playback is done using the audio channels of videotape machines.
Videotape formats in those facilities vary considerably from Betacam, _" and SVHS to the newer digital formats of Betacam SX and DVC Pro. Often a mix of analog and AES/EBU audio is also present at those facilities. All of these VTR formats include either 2 or 4 channels of audio. Consequently most of the editing performed is also limited generally to two channels of audio with four channel production not commonly used in most broadcast applications.
Transmission systems, such as microwave, satellite and TV transmitters are also typically limited to two channels of audio which are utilized as either dual mono or stereo pairs.
Consumer equipment includes a wide mix of mono, stereo and Dolby 4 channel Surround Sound.
The ATSC Digital Audio Standard
In 1997 the Federal Communications Commission incorporated the Dolby AC-3 specifications (more commonly known as Dolby Digital or Dolby-D) into the new digital television standard. Dolby Digital was chosen in favor of the MPEG-2 audio compression specifications and consists of 6 channels of CD-like quality audio, which is more commonly referred to as 5.1 audio. A unique capability of Dolby Digital is the inclusion of a new system for controlling audio characteristics called Metadata. The ATSC standards have also made allowances for multilanguage transmissions.
The six channels used in Dolby Digital include left, right, center, left surround, right surround and low frequency effects channels. Figure 1 shows a typical speaker arrangement using 5.1 audio channels.
Figure 1 -Typical 6 Audio Channel Home Environment

Metadata
Simply put, metadata means "data about the data". Metadata information is encoded throughout the production process and is ultimately used by both the program producer and the consumer to adjust various characteristics of the audio. Examples of this are Dialnorm, Dynrng and Compr which are used to adjust a receiver's volume level, dynamic range and audio compression.
Basic Facility Modifications
The type and level of upgrading or modifications required in each facility that would allow for the introduction of 5.1 audio into the broadcast or production environment is directly related to individual programming needs.
It is anticipated, for example, that the major networks and larger production houses which develop high quality commercials or programming will need to implement 6 channel audio for their upscale clients such as Pepsi, Ford, Proctor & Gamble or other national advertisers and program producers that have traditionally done cutting edge productions.
On the other side of the spectrum, some independent small market TV stations or LPTV operators may choose to wait for several years before implementing any modifications beyond a simple pass-thru of the AC-3 signal carried in the HDTV transport stream . Stations that are currently operating in mono may never see the need to produce any multichannel programming at all.
Modifications to most broadcast and production facilities will likely include some of the following:
← Upgrading of control rooms, post production, editing and master control areas for 6 channel audio ← Installation of AES/EBU type router, switching and distribution systems to replace existing analog audio equipment ← Enhanced audio quality control, test and monitoring stations that allow for the proper analysis of 5.1 audio ← The addition of metadata authoring stations and distribution capabilities ← The inclusion of Dolby-D and Dolby-E equipment into the facility ← The addition of digital VTRs capable of recording a Dolby-E signal ← Upgrading of production trucks to output 6 channel audio
Audio & Metadata Distribution
Given the fact that the vast majority of broadcast and production facilities cannot handle more that two channels of analog audio a new system, called Dolby-E, is being developed that will allow for the distribution of 6 channel audio and metadata information through a plant. But as of this writing Dolby-E equipment was not yet commercially available. The estimated delivery date from Dolby is sometime in the spring of 1999. Engineers should consider this in their system construction timelines.
Dolby-E is intended to facilitate the transition from a 2 channel environment to 5.1 audio in the areas of production, post production, editing and signal distribution. Dolby-E mimics a 2 channel AES audio signal for distribution through a facility using either 20 or 16 bits of the payload area in the AES signal to transport the data.
This new coding technology was designed specifically for distribution applications and will allow much of a facility's existing two-channel linear PCM digital audio infrastructure, such as VTRs, routers and embedders, to carry multichannel audio. This effectively reduces upgrading requirements at many facilities.
But Dolby-E requires the use of an AES-3 type digital audio distribution system with at least one channel pair (two PCM audio channels). When combined with the newly released Dolby-E coding system, the one PCM pair will be capable of providing up to 8 discrete audio channels. Because Dolby-E encoders will only work with AES/EBU digital audio pairs, analog systems will eventually need to be replaced. However the widespread use of A/D and D/A converters in many facilities will effect the depth and breadth of those changes by extending the useful life of many analog systems.
Dolby-E will also pass metadata information and is reportedly capable of performing up to 10 encode/decode cycles without perceptible signal degradation.
Understanding AES/EBU Digital Audio Systems
AES audio (a.k.a AES/EBU) is a digital audio transmission standard developed jointly by the Audio Engineering Society (AES) and The European Broadcasters Union (EBU). The AES standard was first established in 1985 but later revised in 1992. Each AES bitstream is capable of carrying two audio channels, which may be used as either a stereo pair or two distinct audio paths, as a Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) data stream carries the digital information. Distribution of the digital bitstream can be facilitated via coaxial cable or standard twisted-pair audio cable.
The coax method is defined in the AES-3ID and SMPTE 276 standards and specifies 75-ohm unbalanced cable with a 1 V peak-to-peak level. This signal uses standard digital video DAs, BNC connectors, routers and patching for its distribution through a facility. Distribution of AES-75 range in distances of between 1,000 feet for unequalized lines and 5,000 feet or better when reclocking and equalization methods are employed.
Balanced 110-ohm AES is defined in the AES3-1992 standard. Line levels of between 3 and 7 volts are typical for short runs of twisted-pair cable. Both XLR and DB50 type connectors are specified for termination between units. AES balanced audio is intended for shorter runs when compared to that of coaxial cable with typical distances of between 1,000 feet with no EQ and 3,000 feet or better when reclocking and gain control are used.
Conversion between the two impedances is easily accomplished via passive adapters and other devices. A variety of attenuating and non-attenuating matching transformers, ranging in price from about $50 to $80 each, are available from several vendors. It is also important to mention, however, that the voltage differences between balanced and unbalanced audio systems remain quite significant and could complicate the conversion process if not properly accounted for in the design.
Digitized sampling rates include 32 kHz for limited bandwidth applications, 44.1 kHz for CD players and consumer products, and 48 kHz for high-end digital VTRs, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and other studio applications. Quantizing levels of 20 or 24 bits are also specified in the AES standards.
Synchronization of all AES sources is important for its proper operation as both sampling and phase of the audio is locked to a common source. In A/V applications all digital audio sources should be referenced to an AES clock that is locked to the house video reference. This insures that audio and video frames line up correctly. (NOTE: Since the frame rates and frame boundaries of AES and 601 video are different, it is not possible to have them consistently "line up".)
Both asynchronous and synchronous routers may be used for AES switching and distribution. Asynchronous routers, that work with both balanced 110 ohm and unbalanced 75 ohm lines, are the most cost-effective systems and are operated without a common reference signal. Asynchronous routing is better utilized in professional post production applications where the switching of live events is not prevalent. Due to the differing frame rates and boundaries between AES and 601 video, hot switching between sources results in a loss of the synchronous AES bitstream and causes popping, clicking or a mute in the audio Synchronous routers utilize a common frequency reference and tend to be up to 50 percent more expensive. But their re-timed and reclocked inputs reduce the popping and clicking noise common in asynchronous ones. This makes synchronously switched audio an excellent vehicle for live events or most other applications.
A third method of routing digital audio is defined in SMPTE 259M and specifies the embedding of up to 4 AES channels into a single digital video bit stream. Due to the fact that embedded routing does not require additional audio cabling or distribution they are preferred by some broadcasters because of their cost effective systems design. But such systems are complicated when interfacing with equipment that is not capable of handling embedded audio.
Embedded routers also operate much like asynchronous systems and suffer from the same popping and clicking noises previously mentioned in the same.
It should also be noted here that equipment made before the AES-3 standard was updated in 1992 specified that a 250 ohm resistive load should be used on the 110 ohm source impedance. Broadcasters with equipment utilizing the older standard may easily correct this mismatch by installing a 196 ohm resistor in each XLR plug across pins 2 and 3. However cable impedance mismatches may require the replacement of wiring or the addition of equalizers and matched distribution amplifiers.
Dolby Digital Encoding and Data Rates
Dolby Digital (AC-3) has been specified as the compression system used in DTV transmissions for program delivery to the consumer. The uncompressed data rate of the five full frequency channels of audio runs slightly higher than 4.8 Mb/s when sampled at 48 MHz with 20 bit quantizing. Due to the limited frequency response of the Low Frequency Effects (LFE) channel, which was designed to a maximum range of only 120 Hz, the actual data rate is slightly higher than that shown in the equation below:
Data rate = 5 channels x 20 bits x 48 KHz = 4.8 Mb/s Dolby Digital encoding compresses this 4.8 Mb/s signal by a factor of approximately 12.5:1 or down to 384 Kb/s. The AC-3 signal is then multiplexed with the MPEG-2 encoded video and modulated onto an 8-VSB carrier for transmission to the home.
Another aspect of the Dolby Digital process of importance to broadcasters is that the DP-569 AC-3 encoder is stated to induce a processing delay of at least 179 milliseconds. This corresponds to a delay of almost 6 video frames.
Although Dolby Digital is intended as a final delivery method there may be times when additional decode/encode cycles may be required during post production. Consequently this delay must be taken into consideration during post production.
Additionally, stations involved in live productions that require off-air cueing will have to take these delay characteristics into consideration as well. The shifting of cues from the off-air signal to telephone lines or two-way radio communications methods appear to be the most expedient method of dealing with this issue.
Field Acquisition and Productions
The greatest problem facing broadcasters in the field lies in the fact that there are no NTSC videotape recorders in use today capable of handling more than four channels of audio. Most remote trucks or sports vehicles are outfitted to handle high capacity audio inputs but have been wired for no more than two or four output channels.
Although many high end trucks have a large input capacity, existing analog and digital tape machines cannot record more than 4 channels of audio. This can be addressed by using multi-track tape machines with time-code capabilities, such as Tascam DA-88 machines, which are well suited for this purpose and are extremely cost effective.
Another issue is that of mixing 6 channels of live-to-tape audio. Such production is a highly complex process that is generally not within the realm of many operators. Thus, 5.1 mixing could be done in post production using the recorded tracks from a digital multi-track machine.
Hence, the inclusion of a Dolby-E encoder into the field acquisition chain becomes necessary. Here the PCM audio inputs to equipment, such as those found on Digital Betacam or D-5 machines, are used to record the Dolby-E signal.. But, because the Dolby-E signal requires a PCM type path, it will not work on VTRs that utilize standard analog or AFM type audio tracks. This effectively excludes even four channel analog VTRs, such as Betacam or MII recorders, that are currently in use industry wide.
Many of the newer field acquisition camcorders and decks, such as the Sony Betacam SX and JVC Digital S series, are already equipped to handle PCM audio and fully compatible with Dolby-E signals. But some models, like certain versions of the Panasonic DVC Pro series, may require an AES/EBU option to enable its PCM capabilities.
Another important factor to be considered is whether audio inputs are 16 bit or 20 bit capable. The distinction between the two is directly related to channel capacity. While the Dolby-E system is specified to deliver up to 8 channels using 20 bit inputs it may only offer 6 channel capabilities with 16 bit PCM. Many of the portable camcorders and videotape formats, such as those previously mentioned only offer 16 Bit PCM audio capabilities. Either way the Dolby-E system should allow for 5.1 audio production.
The Production Process
Figure 2 depicts a typical production environment using Dolby-E encoding for distribution through a facility. During the so called contribution stages multichannel audio from a studio is easily handled by most audio consoles in use today. This portion of the program origination process should not pose any great challenges unless the audio console is incapable of six output channels. Six channel audio monitoring also becomes an issue if provisions for such are not afforded the audio engineer.
The primary difference here, however, is in the encoding of the six audio channels and the inclusion of metadata information into a Dolby-E signal which may then be distributed on existing two channel equipment. An authoring station must also be included in control rooms for the first step in adding metadata information. 
Post Production
Some of the challenges encountered in the acquisition phase are also reproduced to some extent in the post production process (see Figure 3) as audio from the studio or field, that was encoded using Dolby-E, may be decoded and edited accordingly. Upon completion of the final product, however, a re-encoding of the audio may become necessary if the appropriate digital distribution systems or six channel storage methods are not in place to deliver and store programming.
Courtesy of Dolby Laboratories
Figure 3 -Post Production
Program Assembly or Integration
During the distribution process both local and network feeds are often edited or integrated. Here the inclusion of metadata information and quality control monitoring of the six audio channels become important issues. Again, the Dolby-E system may be employed to encode 5.1 audio and the metadata for further distribution. Figure 4 depicts one typical scenario for this application.
Courtesy of Dolby Laboratories
Figure 4 -Program Assemble & Integration for Distribution
Master Control Applications
The Master Control area at most stations will be the more likely place where 5.1 audio matters become an issue, especially at small market network affiliated stations with monaural facilities. The predominant reason is that voiceovers and the switching of local programming, produced in stereo or mono, between network segments which contain 5.1 audio may become complicated for stations with limited technical resources. Figure 5 shows how network feeds arriving in Dolby-D must be decoded for use with locally originated programming that may have been encoded with Dolby-E or other analog stereo sources. In this case the audio is decoded, mixed, switched, then encoded again with Dolby-D (AC-3), multiplexed with the video and delivered to the transmitter via STL and ultimately, the consumer.
Once again, channel capacity in the switching system and the ability to properly monitor the full range of audio channels becomes an important factor in Master Control design.
Figure 5 -Master Control
Long and Short Term Solutions
The cost to completely replace an entire analog system would be staggering to some and could realistically be put off until such time that a new facility is financially more acceptable. As engineers evaluate their specific situations several interim methods of dealing with the demands of 5.1 audio exist.
The most obvious approach is to simply add four more channels of analog audio to the facility. But this may prove to be an extremely high investment which maintains an archaic analog system in place for years to come. Also, given the fact that stations with news operations would not likely utilize 5.1 audio in their programming, any station-wide expansion to 6 channels would be wasteful and should only be limited to appropriate areas.
Alternately, it may be more practical to add a second layer of digital audio routing and distribution to key areas of a facility. This secondary layer would have to be engineered to work in concert with existing analog systems.
Another method would be to transition slowly from analog to digital by adding a full blown, secondary router system and slowly cut over to it as time and money allow. But, again, the cost of this is very high due to the added expense of implementing a transition over time while attempting to maintain a perfect on-air presence.
Due to the many challenges and the high cost of implementing true 5.1 audio short term solutions must be found to providing viewers with "better than stereo" sound without overtaxing a broadcaster's financial and technical resources. One such method is through the use of Dolby Pro Logic encoding. Pro Logic, more commonly known as Surround Sound, matrix encodes four channels of audio onto an analog stereo pair. This allows for the distribution and transmission of four channels (left, right, center and surround) using conventional analog equipment.
On the consumer side, receivers capable of decoding the matrix will split the signal into its 4 original components while standard stereo (or monaural) receivers would continue to operate as if the program were transmitted in two channels.
An example of how this might work at a station is depicted in Figure 6 where a Pro Logic encoder is used. The Pro Logic audio may then be distributed as if it were a standard analog stereo signal throughout the broadcast chain.
In scenarios such as this the Dolby Digital encoder must be set to recognize that a Pro Logic signal is being received. Upon reaching the AC-3 encoder the signal is then passed through the system with the accompanying data that will identify it as being 4 channel programming to the consumer's Dolby Digital decoder. 
Contribution
Impact on Broadcasters
The addition of 5.1 audio will impact broadcasters and program producers differently and should vary considerably according to the current technical state of each facility and programming needs.
The makers of feature length productions, which already account for the bulk of the "better than stereo" programming should not see much in the way of change except that in the future a greater demand for multichannel, quality audio may be seen.
Generally speaking the greatest investment on a dollar for dollar basis will likely be at the major networks and production houses where much of the 5.1 programming and commercials will originate from.
Relatively speaking, the average television facility or production house will only experience moderate changes if no 5.1 programming is developed. Upgrades to routing and distribution systems will likely account for the highest cost factor with encoding and monitoring equipment also adding to capital needs.
Ironically it is the smallest stations, which typically possess the least amount of capital resources, that may experience the greatest hardship of all if they are expected to replace their entire audio chain. The more likely scenario for them, however, would be the installation of a small, second level of digital audio routing, distribution and encoding for the pass through of network feeds.
Summary & Conclusions
Engineers planning their transition to DTV must account for the 5.1 related issues in their designs. A limited pass through of 5.1 audio or the inclusion of Dolby Pro Logic systems may be appropriate short term solutions.
Eventually the analog infrastructure in all facilities will have to be augmented or replaced in favor of AES/EBU type digital audio equipment. Facilities and equipment must be altered to accommodate 6 channel audio. Field acquisition methods, for major remote events such as concerts or sporting events should also account for the burden imposed by multi-channel audio.
The addition of metadata authoring equipment and the trained personnel necessary to implement it must also be considered in overall technical and operational plans for DTV.
The implementation of true 5.1 audio is an expensive proposition and will effect different broadcasters and program providers according to their particular needs and expectations. Initially very little programming will be available beyond that having already been produced in feature length films. Sports and other remote events will likely be the next programming available to the consumer in 5.1 audio. Large national advertisers will also be the first contributors to the 5.1 library of commercial productions. Special events, such as the Grammy's or other high profile specials may also be used to showcase 6 channel sound.
In all likelihood 5.1 audio may yet be the last chapter in the DTV book and "the final frontier" of digital television.
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